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XIX CORPS ENGINEER OPERATIONS
FT •EBEN EMAEL, BEW10M.

September - 1944

Fort Eben Emael figured spectacularly in the news
when captured by the German Army during the first surge
of Nazi power. Its recapture by the American Army in
1944 was reported merely as OIle of many points taken in
the rapidly advancing allied front. However, the Engi
neer operations in this vicinity were so extraordinary
as to deserve special attention.
The XIX Corps entered Belgium on September 3d,
1944, near st. Amend after a rapid advance - in fact a
pursuit of the enemy - from the Seine River. With
scarcely a pause the pursuit continued towards ~mas
tricht with the St. Trond - Tongres - Maastricht highway
as the main axis. The pursuit was so long and so rapid
that adequate supplies could not be kept up. Gasoline
became more and more critical. First the Corps artillery
was left behind. About half way across Belgium a large
P8~t of the Armored Division was out of gasoline and out
of action. The 30th Division, on the right of the Corps
sector continued by marching and by shuttellng with such
vehicles as could be kept operating while the 1104th
Engineer (C) Group with the Corps Cavalry and some Corps
AA Artillery took over the left sector from the armor
and pushed on. The corps continued on its mission of
pursuit to the limit of its ability. As the Albert Canal
was approached, the enemy rear guard delaying action
stiffened materially and considerable opposition develop
ed. On the right flank the 30th Division had sufficient
strength to reach the Meuse River without great difficul
ty. They were supported by the 1115th Engineer (C) Group
which was prepared for an i~nediate river crossing.
On the left, the 1104th Engineer (0) Group with the
cavalry and AA detachment had heavy going for the last
ten miles while much the 2nd Armored Division still a
waited gasoline. This task force however succeeded in
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No 1
Highway Bridge over Albert Canal
on the

Tongres-~aa8tricht highway demolished by the
Army.
The roadway here is same 200 feet above the
water which is typical of this section of the canal.

German

reaching and holding a line along the Albert Canal on
the front and left flank. As soon as the supply of
gasoline permited a portion of the 2d Armored Division
came up on the left flank, crossed the canal at IIasselt
ran into heavy oppostion.
This phase of the operation provided the first of
several unusual Engineer proble~ in the vicinity of
'Eben Emael, unusual in the for~~tion of an Engineer 
AA task force operating as infantry against scattered
resistance. The cooperation was splendid, the AA quad
ruple mount machine guns gave exce'llent machine gun sup
port, and the 90M11's served admirably for quick artillery
support. This task force was so highly successful it
served as a model for numerous future operations.
The result of this phase of the operations was to
place the 30th Division along the Albert Canal (from the
Tongres - Maastricht Road) to join VII Corps o~ the
right, just north of Liege. The Engineer - AA - Cavalry
task force held the line along the Albert Canal to the
front while the withdrawn left flank was covered by a
portion of 2d Armored Division. The center of the Corps
sector was then only a few hundred yards from Netherlands
territory. Fort Eben Emael fell to the 30th Division on
September lOth. The fort itself proved to be far less
an obstacle than the surrounding territory. For their
operations in Belgium the 2nd Armored and 30th Divisions
were decorated with the Belgian foureguerre. It is not
our present purpose however to discuss divisional oper
ations but to point out' specifically Corps Engineer oper
ations in this vicinity.
Fort Eben Emael is a large, modern, concrete fort,
topping a commanding hill, and situated at the junction
of two· canals - the Albert and the Wille~. The deep,
almost vertical, but of the Albert Canal fOrmB the for
ward wall of the fort. The Albert Canal curves to the
right (South) at the foot of a steep hill and parallels
the Meuse River (called "Meuse" in Belgium and "Maas" in
the Netherland~). The seet10n at the canal from Ft.Eben
Emael to the north i3 con~tructed almost entirely thrOugh
a d••p cut for more than ODe purpose. It skirts a bUlge
in Netherlands t~rritory, just a tew hundred yards with
in Belgium, and so avoid~ international complications 1n
barge shipments. This slte we. chosen also to take full
advantage or the m1litarJ dete~lYe value of such a canal
and every effort was made to develop its defensive
capabilities. The canal location, the steep cuts, the
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fortifications, all make this canal an exceptionally
impregnable military barrier, far more formidable than
a natural river line.
The Willems Canal passes through lock gates with
a head of about thirty feet at the junotion with the
Albert Canal. (3) This Canal oontinues parallel to
the Mess River and on through the city of Maastricht
about three and a half miles down stream. This formi
dable Albert Canal and adjacent network of canals and
rivers lay precisely in the center of the XIX Corps
advance.
.
The problem now facing the Corps was to oross these
water barriers, enter the Netherlands, oapture Maas
tricht and continue the advanoe in the direction of
Aachen, Germany. A glance at the map shows wbat a tre
mendous problem was presented. All bridges in this
sector were demolished. Only in the vioinity of Canne
(5) did the Albert Canal pass through a cut sufficiently
low to make crossing approaches at all praoticable. But
this short area of low cut was dominated by the enemr
on the high banks of the deep cut both on the right and
left. Three water ways lay directly ahead, the Albert
and the Willems Canals and the l~as River. To encircle
Maastricht's left flank involved crossing five waterways
and this flank was still wide open, friendly troops on
that flank being far behind. To encircle the right flank
involved crossing both the Albert Canal and the Meuse
River. However, here both waterways lay in the river
valley, had low bankB and VII Corps had reached Liege.
The XIX Corps held high ground dominating the river valley
trom Fort Eben Emael to Liege. Enemy pressure was lighter
on the right front than on the left flank. All of these
factors favored a crossing through the right sector but
the problem of protecting the left flank caused much con
cern. VIr Corps on the right captured a bridge in Liege
not completely demolished and soon had a crossing. XIX
Corps promptly secured permission to send their Cavalry
over the VII Corps bridge at Liege with orders to turn
north and clear a bridgehead at Hermallesous-Argenteau
for a XIX Corps crossing. The Corps Cavalry moved off,
the 30th Division made their plans and the ll15th Engi
neer (0) Group moved in to bridge the Albert Canal (1)
and the Meuse River (2) near Hermalle-sous-Argenteau.
Meanwhile some of the Corps troops and the remainder of
the 2nd Armored Division had received gasoline far in rear
and commenced to close up. The crossing at Hermalle-sous
Argenteau proceeded smoothly as planned.
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Simultaneously with the decision to cross the 30th
Division it was decided to prepare a crossing at Canne
(5) for the 2nd Armored Division when it should arrive
in order that it could clear the island (as this area
between the canal and the river in the immediate front
was called), cross the Maas River at Maastricht and con
tinue the advance. It might at first appear that the
role of these two divisions was reversed but it must be
remembered that the armor was lacking gasoline when the
crossing strated and in the meantime the 30th Division
was moving, br~s were being built and the task force
continued to hold the left flank.
In describing this operation it is necessary to
describe successively details which were actually going
on simultaneously. The Canal crossing at Canne (5) was
far more complicated than the crossing at Hermalle-sous
Argenteau. Opposite Fort Eben Emael vertical cliffs
rose sharply from a point at the junction of the Albert
and Willems Canals. As a direct assault crossing at
Canne proved impossible, due to the dominating high
ground held by the enemJ, it was decided to attempt to
cross a party to the east of Fort Eben Emae1, seize the
lock gates at the head of the Wil1emB Canal, (3) scale
the cliffs and work to the north west along the Canal un
til the Canne crossing site was cleared. This was clear
ly a most hazardous mission. By' the time this operation
got under way the overextended 30th Division was thorough
ly involved at Herma11e-sous-Argenteau. A special task
force was created to carry out the Canne-Eben Emael
crossing. This task force was placed under the command of
the l115th Engineer (C) Group commander, Colonel William
R. Shuler, and consisted of three Engineer (C) Battali
ons with bridge companies and one Infantry Battalion of
the 30th Division and one Artillery Battalion (both
attached). Unusual, here, was the attaching of other
combat units to Engineer Command for an assault crossing.
Success in this enterprise was achieved through a
combination of daring, good fortune and aggressiveness
surprising to the German defenders. An infantry patrol
less than a platoon in size, crossed the Albert Can$l
east of Fort Eben Emael in assault boats without opposi
tion and reached the locks at the head of the Willems
Canal unseen. (3) They had just set up their machine guns
when some thirty Germans came boldly down the road from
the north. This narrow road was closely flanked by
cliffs on the left and the canal on the right. There was
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no chance for the German troops~ They were anibilated.
Judging by equipment carried, this was evidently a
demolition party sent to demolish the loeks. Had the
American platoon been five minutes later the story
would have been reversed.
Although it appears impossible on the map, and
seemed more so on the ground, these men tlld scale the
cliffs opposite Fort Eben Emael and a toe hold ~
established across the canal. Our troops in the Fort
gave support by firing across the canal. More troops
followed and pushed to the north eventually clearing a
bridge head at Canne. The first phase of this crossing
was achieved.
Unexpected good luck so far was now counteracted
viciously by bad luck in the next phase. Due to the
steep canal banks it was deoided to construct a Bailey
bridge at Canne, a 140 foot double double bridge. Al
though casualties were taken on the job construction
moved along rapidly until the launching nose was firmly
on the far bank. Then the bridge SUddenly collapsed.
Later detailed inspection revealed that the cause was
due to a faulty steel section in the launohing nose
preViously damaged by ahell fire. The bridge was con
structed precisely according to the book, it was the
only one know to fail in the entire campaign, no one
waS to blame, but the hard facts remained; the bridge
had failed and the Engineers were 2!l ~ spot. This
sudden unexpected problem had to be solved at once. The
road approached the canal on a fill and no other site
for a Bailey bridge was possible. The entire bridge had
to be removed, a much harder job than the original
erection, and rebuilt on the same site. The Corps Engi
neer's decisions on the spot were two. First, to start
immediately to remove and then rebuild the Bailay bridge.
This bridge would be required eventually and if no more
rapid solution developed at least something was pro
gressing toward a solution. News of the Bailey failure
spread throughout the Corps. The safety of all bridges
was suddenly questioned. To meet this situation it was
decided to anchor a nearby Dutch barge in mid-stream
under the bridge and crib up to within four inches of
the Bailey truss to make the bridge look very safe.
But to go back, the second decision of the Corps Engi
neer was to start at once a treadway bridge nearby at
a rather poor site. At the moment this looked imposs
ible due to lack ~treadway bridge material but it was
started neverthele.s. Bulldozers were started on
a.pproach work and messages were sent to Hermalle-sous
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No 2

First Bailey Brid~e at Canne was a 140 foot double
double Bailey bri 1ge (site 5 of map), shown here
during launching. Failure occurred due to buckling
of third section of the launching arm after contact
with far abutment and load came on this member.
Direct cause was faulty section damaged by shell fire.
After collapse this bridge had to be entirely
removed and rebuilt at the same site as shown in draw
ing No 3.

Argenteau for every available bit of bridge material.
Due to £avorable conditions there the bridge reserve
was out to zero and all available bridge material was
sent - but is lacked two sections of being enough 
and h.ence there was no bridge. But many things were
happening concurrently. Let us leave this situation
for a moment and check in at Corps headquarters as ot
a time prior to the failure of the Bailey bridge.
Information at that moment was that the crossing
Ad
vance elements of the cavalry and the 30th Division
were across and advancing. The Division was starting
to swing east to take the high ground east of the
River. Just how far they had advanced at the moment
was not known. Enemy resistance continued on the
"island n between Canne and Maastricht. The corps
commander desired to push the 2nd Armored Division,
now coming up and supplied with gasoline, straight
ahead through Canna and Maastricht. The 1104th Engi
neer (C) Group, under Colonel Hugh W. Colton, had been
relieved from defensive positions on the left flank
and .front and was ready to move. The Corps Engineer
faced the problem of two bridges for the 2nd Armored
Division, the one at Canne (5) was under way but the
site at Maastricht was still held by the enemy as far
as was known at the moment. He decided as follows: To
start the 1104th Engineer (C) Group forward echelon at
once for Maastricht by way of the Hermalle-sous
Argenteau bridges (1) and (2} with both a treadway
bridge and a heavy pontoon bridge and sufficient Engi
neer troops for local protection and bridge erection.
Due to the great uncertainties ahead this was a risky
decision but the desire to continue the impetus of the
pursuit was compelling. The decision to send two
bridges, the treadway actually about one hour after the
heavy pontoon, might be questioned. However, at the
moment there was a strong possibility of sending somB
armor across the Albert Canal well in the rear at
Hasselt~ where abridge had been built preViously then
east across the Vaart Canal near Hochterveld and on to
Maastricht and it was desired to have bridging availablE'
to come in from Maastricht to bridge the Vaart Canal.
Enemy resistance on the left and other conditions later
made this impossible but at the time of the decision
this possibility remained.
of the 30th Division was proceeding splendidly.

The Corps Engineer, the Group Commander and adva~cB
party started off at once followed by Engineer troops
a.nd the bridge trains. The advance party reached, Ms.as
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No :5

I

Bridge at Canne, reconstructed, a double
ou Ie sa ley bridge,I'd feet long, built by the B2d Engr
(C) Bn of ll15th Engr (0) Group.
In the foreground is the original civilian bridge
demolished by the German Ar.m1.
This Baile,. bridge was rebuilt exactly the same as
that shown in drawing No 2 except that barge was inserted
for the appearance of safetYe

~Cholo,ical"

tricht safely although no in£antry or cavalry were
Been for the last mile. Fighting was going on in the
hills east of the river road. As soon as the Engi
neer troops arrived they were sent out for local
protection. A heavy ponton bridge site was selected
at the south edge of town by the time the bridge
arrived and construction ~edlately started. Fight
ing was still in progress, on the "island" between
~aa8tricht and Canna.
It was decided on the spot to
commdt the treadway bridge also to the Maas River near
the north edge of town. It now appeared that it would
take considerable time to clear the north of the
nisland" which was necessary in order to make a crOSB
ing of the Vaart Canal feasible. Nothing was known of
the roada across the ~i81and~.
As soon as the rirst bridge was started the Corps
Engineer returned by way of Hermalle-sous-Argenteau to
the bridge site at Canna only to learn that that bridge
had failed a few moments before his arrival. His de
cisions at that time have been given previously.
The spot the Corps Engineer was in is now more
apparent. After recalling from Hermalle-sous-Argenteau
all reaerve bridge he was still short two sections and
all bridge equipment was committed; just one crossing
ahead of the present emergency. No help from the rear
was possible. To return the long way around, get the
necessary bridge material from Uaastricht and bring
it all the way back took far too much ~lme. The recon
structed Bailey bridge was still hours from completion.
Again, what to do?
Vfuat was done was to ferry a jeep aeross the canal
so that the Corps Engineer could drive direct to Maas
tricht. It was only 2~ miles but was the road open?
No one knew. It was gratifying to find ~ road clear
but not entirely con~ortin5 to learn that ten minutes
sooner would have been too soon. No &~erican (or
German) soldiers were seen between the canal and the
river altbough considerable firing was heard close by
to the west and German artillery was landing in Kaas
tricht.
Fortunately the heavy pontoon bridge (6) was
practically completed and in a few minutes the necess
ary treadway was secured from the other site (7) which
followed the Corps Eneineer back to Canne.
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That completed the proble~ for the day. The
treadway was completed within a few minutes and the
waiting Armor rolled on into the Netherlands at Canne
and on through Maastricht. The reconstructed Bailey
bridge was soon completed, exactly as before except
that the large barge floated underneath •. The cribb
ing on the barge never touched the bridge but it
looked so safe no questions were ever asked and con
fidence in Bailey bridges was restored. The Engi
neers called this their 'psychological' bridge. The
Armor now had two open roads across the "island"
There remained just one Engineer job to do in
Maastricht, a large Bailey Bridge for more pernmnt
use. The one erected consisted of one triple triple
190 foot span, two 110 foot triple single spans and
one 40 foot single single span. (9) This bridge re
mained in use for months aa did the 'psychological'
bridge at Canne.
The Corps was now entirely through Belgium and
the momentum carried on across the tip of the Nether
lands until solid German resistance was met just with
in Ge~ny at the Siegfried line. The dash had been
almost uninterrupted from the Normandy bocage to Germa
ny except for a few days delay at the Seine River. The
XIX Corps Engineers will long remember their ex
periences around Fort Eben Emael.
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No 4:
The Maastricht Bridge.
The original bridge over the 1mas River at
Maastricht in the Netherlands was demolished by the re
treating German Army.
It was placed in use again by the erection of
several Bailey bridges. The largest span, on the right,
was a 190 foot triple triple span. The second span
shown was a 110 foot triple single span.
This sketch shows only about half of the bridge.
To the left of the part shown was placed a second
110 foot triple single span and still farther to the
left was one 40 foot single single span.
These Bailey bridges were built by the 247th Engr 
C En of the ll04th Engr C Group.
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